
I1470  I SPY  (9/15/1965-9/9/1968)  [TV SERIES] 
 
 Series summary:  Spy/adventure series which follows the operations of undercover 

agents Kelly Robinson (Culp) and Alexander Scott (Cosby). Kelly travels the 
globe as an international tennis champion, with Scott as his trainer, battling 
the enemies of the U.S. 

 
 Happy birthday… everybody  (2/26/1968) 
 
  Credits: director, Earl Bellamy; writers, David Friedkin, Morton Fine 
  Cast: Bill Cosby, Robert Culp, Gene Hackman 
  Summary:  Robinson and Scott spot Frank Hunter (Hackman), an escaped 

mental patient who has promised to track down and kill the retired agent 
responsible for arresting him after his failure to sabotage an arms shipment 
being sent to Vietnam.  

 
 Tatia  (11/17/1965) 
 
  Credits: director, David Friedkin ; writer, Robert Lewin 
  Cast: Bill Cosby, Robert Culp, Laura Devon 
  Summary:  Scott becomes involved in the disappearance of three agents 

bound for Vietnam when a fourth is murdered in his hotel room while a 
beautiful photographer (Devon) distracts Kelly.  

 
 War lord  (2/1/1967) 
 
  Credits: director, Alf Cjellin ; writer, Robert Culp 
  Cast: Bill Cosby, Robert Culp, Jean Marsh, Cecil Parker 
  Summary:  Set in contemporary Laos. Katherine Faulkner (Marsh), a British 

aid worker, is kidnapped when the village where she is working is attacked. 
Her father, the wealthy and politically connected Sir Guy Faulkner, receives a 
ransom demand from Chuang-Tzu, a Laotian war lord. The charitable 
organization which sponsored Katherine filmed the attack and has used it to 
solicit millions in donations, leading Kelly Robinson to suspect the attack 
may have been a hoax. One of the fundraisers admits to the hoax, but asserts 
the kidnapping was real. The foundation has been helpful to the CIA in the 
past, so Robinson and Scott are sent to recover the girl. Once in Southeast 
Asia, however, they discover the girl staged her own kidnapping to raise 
money for her boy friend, the war lord Chuang-Tzu.  
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